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INTRODUCTION
Company Name: Warner Bros.
Client's Name:
Company Mission: "To be the world's leading creator and distributor of extraordinary
entertainment by partnering with the world’s most inspiring storytellers."
Date: August 25th, 2022
Important information about this report:
This report is based on an analysis of five sequential Warner Bros. Media Releases posted from July
23rd, 2022 to August 2nd, 2022 using the MercurySays database, which deployed 38 of its 159
measures.
The results are presented in a format equivalent to the 'Big Five' psychological categories.
Further, we have reported on three of most significant measures identified by MercurySays within
each of the 'Big Five' categories. We then show you how to align your communication attributes with
your company mission statement.

THE BIG FIVE
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OPENNESS

2

Personalities
can be broken
down into 5 traits.

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS

3

Each reflects
a key part of how
a person thinks,
feels, and behaves.
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EXTROVERSION

COMPANY'S
REAL-TIME
ATTRIBUTES

HIGH
PERFORMING
COMPANY

COMPANY MISSION

AGREEABLENESS

NEUROTICISM

In a corporate setting, the subjects analyzed and the method of presenting this information can be
customized to suit your particular needs.
Using MercurySays to encourage particular goals can play a powerful role in focusing attitudes
and behaviors. MercurySays guides and enhances your corporate culture.
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OPENNESS
0

-100
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WARNER BROS. OPENNESS IS RISING +34%
It is impossible to avoid being open nowadays. You have to exhibit an honest
and self-reflective approach to create a sense of credibility in the entertainment industry.
It is great to see Warner Bros. has lifted this measure by +34%. Companies with higher "Openness"
are often very creative and ready to try new approaches.

Brave
Through these media releases, the measure "Brave" has risen by +32%.
This climb shows an increased sense of fearlessness when promoting
new products, and a consequent lift in your openness to learn from the
resulting feedback of viewers and critics alike.
To increase braveness, be more open about the struggles Warner
Bros. deals with. Being open means sharing your opinions even when
your view is different from others. Doing so is highly entertaining and
vastly inspiring for those watching you.
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BRAVE:
RISING +32%

Engaged
0

People want to be sure that Warner Bros. is fully engaged. In this
category, the measure of “Engagement” has risen by +23%.
To push this result even higher, asking outsiders for feedback in your
next media release is one of the best things you can do for Warner
Bros. It not only increases consumer engagement, but also creates
an entertaining platform that allows you to better understand your
company and to inspire others to share their extraordinary new ideas.
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ENGAGED:
RISING +23%

Unrestrained
0

The measure 'Unrestrained' has risen +26%. This appears to be working
well in supporting your openness. This result indicates strongly that you
are being yourself.
-100

Most of the time, the feeling of restraint is really just a problem of
courage. You don't have to deal with this issue as your "braveness" is
on the rise. Continue being yourself in media releases. Witnessing an
unrestrained and easy-going Warner Bros. is immensely entertaining
and inspires your customers to feel the same way.
MercurySays.com
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UNRESTRAINED:
RISING +26%
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CONSCIENTIOUSNESS
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WARNER BROS. CONSCIENTIOUSNESS IS RISING +33%
It is vital that Warner Bros. expresses increasing conscientiousness. Thankfully, this result
rose in each measure by an average of +33%. Companies that are high in "Conscientiousness" are often
extremely well organized and mindful of details.

Down-to-earth
"Down-to-earth" companies are easier to like, and people gravitate
towards their content, including media releases. The Warner Bros.
"Down-to-earth" measure has fallen by -6%. A great opportunity for
improvement.
With a down-to-earth company, you don’t have to guess the meaning
behind their words. You don’t have to worry that they might be playing
games. To increase this attribute, show that when Warner Bros says
something publicly, the company actually delivers on its promise. This
is inspiring to watch, and it builds trust with those watching you.
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DOWN-TO-EARTH:
FALLING -6%

Careful
Warner Bros. "Careful" measure has risen by +8%. Companies that score
highly in "Conscientiousness" are more likely to achieve important goals
faster than their competitors without unnecessary procrastination.
To increase your "Careful" result, communicate early and often with
your customers. Show them that Warner Bros. pays close attention to
all important issues and is fully prepared to act appropriately on
whatever arises. Smarter decisions build inspiring companies.
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CAREFUL:
RISING +8%

Willing
This measure is rising by +23%. It provides a strong indication of how
ready Warner Bros. is to adapt to in order to maintain an advantage in this
ever-changing world.
A Gaelic proverb states, "Nothing is easy for the unwilling." And if you
are unwilling to face your company's challenges, then progress will not
be easy. Increase this attribute even more by demonstrating a
willingness to embrace emerging technologies, for example. You will
excite and entertain customers about what the future of Warner Bros.
could look like.
MercurySays.com
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WILLING:
RISING +23%
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EXTROVERSION
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WARNER BROS. EXTROVERSION IS RISING +37%
Overall, there is an encouraging rise in “Extroversion” by +37%. However, this aspect of the Big Five
could provide positive growth if the weaker attributes are also strengthened.

Authoritative
0

When you demonstrate intellectual integrity and value, the key attribute
of authoritativeness rises. Readers feel more secure as the messages’
extroversion is enhanced. Here, we recorded a very strong rise of +74%.
It may be risky to rely on a high “Authoritative” score alone, but in
these media releases, this attribute is a strong winner, and you should
continue to promote it.
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AUTHORITATIVE:
RISING +74%

Forceful
Assertive messages with strong impact can boost this measure to help
balance this category of the Big Five. With a substantial rise of +43%,
continuing to be forceful provides a good opportunity to continue to
strengthen the “Extroversion” result.
Try using more expressive language to support your point of view. You
are engaging readers intellectually rather than emotionally when you
rely on listing details, or “telling rather than showing.” Show them how
you (and they should) feel.
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FORCEFUL:
RISING +43%

Determined
0

This measure rose by +33%. As with forcefulness, emphasizing
determination provides a great opportunity to strengthen the
“Extroversion” category with increased emotional intensity.
-100

Determination is at the core of inspiring storytelling. By expressing
your determination, you show you have a clear purpose and you are
prepared to make a stand. That builds your readers’ confidence
in your message.
MercurySays.com
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DETERMINED:
RISING +33%
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AGREEABLENESS
0
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WARNER BROS. AGREEABLENESS IS RISING +52%
This category of the Big Five represents the level of social contentment being expressed in messages.
The higher the score, the more comfortable and engaging the message is perceived to be. Achieving a
score of +52 is an excellent result.

Respect
Expressions of respect smooth interaction with readers. Messages that
do not show respect can lead to a rapid, and possibly permanent,
decline in agreeableness. In these media releases, levels of respect
were measured rising strongly by +53%.
Continuing to show more respect for readers will create
excellent support for successful messaging that promotes
entertaining storytelling.
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RESPECT:
RISING +53%

Pleasant
0

This important attribute sets the scene for engaging, empathic
communication. The Warner Bros. media releases lifted in this area by an
excellent +108%.
As pleasantness is clearly your great strength, it should continue to be
promoted, particularly to support your mission to entertain and inspire.
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PLEASANT:
RISING +108%

Caring
Displaying a caring attitude boosts the “Agreeableness” category.
Although the rise of +32% is admirable, there is plenty of scope to lift this
higher to ensure “Agreeableness” has a broad base.
To promote this attribute, show clearly how much you care for
your readers. Tell them how you intend to extend this approach in
the future.

MercurySays.com
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CARING:
RISING +32%
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NEUROTICISM
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WARNER BROS. NEUROTICISM IS FALLING -18%
As much as possible, these media releases should have a negative result. Red is a good sign in this
category. The overall change from the earliest to the latest media release is -18%. That’s good.

Wary
0

MercurySays has detected only the very slightest change in wariness,
with a fall of just -1%. All the other attributes in this category have
changed substantially over the five media releases.
-100

This measure indicates a clear opportunity to show that wariness is
falling. You could promote that by offering more confident messages
that show a robust competence.

100

WARY:
FALLING -1%

Hesitant
In the “Neuroticism” category, uncertainty and caution are significant
attributes. The rise in hesitancy of +66% shows how difficult it is to
create inspiring and entertaining messages. The media release from July
23rd had the lowest score for hesitancy.
Use that earliest media release as a model to reduce any hint that the
writer is feeling hesitant. Drive this forward by increasingly focusing on
facts and clear conclusions that you are sure about.
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HESITANT:
RISING +66%

Uncomfortable
0

Feeling and expressing discomfort is a classic element of the Big Five
category of “Neuroticism.” This attribute is falling by -32%, which is a
very good sign.
-100

This is an important characteristic that can be easily harnessed to
reduce the category’s overall score. Show a more relaxed and
confident approach in the media releases you publish.
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UNCOMFORTABLE:
FALLING -32%
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BONUS MEASUREMENT: SINCERITY
0

-100

100

WARNER BROS. SINCERITY IS RISING +48%
Sincerity
Sincerity forms the foundation of successful communication. Without it,
you can’t indicate that you believe in entertainment that inspires.
Through this set of media releases, the level of “Sincerity” was
measured as very high, except for the first release, which was about
30% lower than the average of the other releases.
Overall, these messages improved in the measure of “Sincerity”
by a gratifying +48%.
That’s certainly headed in the right direction.

WARNER BROS. MISSION SUMMARY
In this report, we have focused on Warner Bros.’ mission “to be the
world’s leading creator and distributor of extraordinary entertainment
by partnering with the world’s most inspiring storytellers.”
The five sequential media releases that we examined, provided a
fascinating insight into the progress being made by Warner Bros.’
messaging to reach out to its customers.
Each of the “Big Five” psychological categories showed improvement: a
remarkable achievement. Our special measurement of “Sincerity” also
indicated that excellent progress had occurred. Of course, there are
always opportunities to do better. To play a stronger part in supporting
Warner Bros.’ mission, its media releases should lean more toward being
an example of inspiring entertainment.
This could be achieved by focusing more on engagement with readers
and by presenting messages that are more unrestrained and
down-to-earth. Any hint of wariness or hesitancy should be avoided.
In a word, Warner Bros. media releases should show, and invoke in their
readers, more “enthusiasm.”
To continue along this very positive path, we suggest fewer lists and
more laughs.
MercurySays.com
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THANK YOU

We know
the minds of

With a combined
60 years of experience
in communication
and business.

FORTUNE 500
executives.
Keep up with
the best.

We build your people,
so they can lift
your company
to new heights.
Francis Walsh
Founder & CEO

Kieran Walsh
Co-Founder

Should you need any further information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Contact

MercurySays, PO Box 1093, KENMORE, QLD 4069,
AUSTRALIA

Email
contact@mercurysays.com

Websites
www.mercurysays.com www.mercurysayssales.com

Linkedin
Francis Walsh Kieran Walsh
MercurySays.com
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